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Abstract
This article proposes a processual–relational perspective on region-making and its effects in world politics.
It revisits the concepts of regionalism and regionalisation to unearth the relational mechanisms underlying
these archetypical pathways of regional emergence. Regionalism refers to the bounding of regions – the
definition of its inside and outside, and of which actors fall on either side. Regionalisation denotes the
binding of regions, the amalgamations of relations around a shared territoriality. I argue that regions affect
world politics in their making through the boundaries raised and relations produced in the process. I then
mobilise network theory and analysis to propose a framework for studying the making and makings of
regions. Regions’ binding and bounding are rooted in brokerage dynamics that sustain clusters of relations
denser inside a regional boundary, rather than outside, and allow some actors to control interactions
across that boundary. I illustrate this framework with a case study on the emergence of the Amazon as
a region in world politics. I analyse interaction networks in UN-level environmental negotiations involv-
ing the ecosystem. The analysis shows how the making of the Amazon has been tied to preserving the
position of Amazonian states as the main brokers, speaking for and acting on behalf of the region.

Keywords: Regions; Regionalism; Network Theory; Network Analysis; Amazon rainforest; Environmental Politics

Introduction
In the study of world politics, regions are an odd concept. On the one hand, their existence in the
practice of politics is most often taken for granted. Political agents would seldom contest if one
considered a varied range of geographic aggregates, such as Asia, the Amazon, or Andalucía, to be
regions. On the other hand, what makes a region a region, who belongs to them, and how they
affect world politics are questions that could spark controversy.1 Whereas Asia is a massive con-
tinent, including multiple states, cultures, and geographies, Andalucía is a juridically bounded
subnational entity, and the Amazon is foremost a cross-border ecosystem. In common, these
regions seem easily discernible territorial cuts of the world, but delineating their limits, who
falls inside them, and which actors (if any) can act on their behalf is a much more complex social
and political matter.

This contradiction of regions as both intuitive and intricate is intrinsic to their status and
effects in world politics. Regions become a useful category for the analysis and practice of
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Access article, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which
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1See Björn Hettne, Andras Inotai, and Osvaldo Sunkel, Globalism and the New Regionalism (New York, NY: St Martin’s
Press, 1999); Björn Hettne and Fredrik Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise of regionness’, New Political Economy, 5:3 (2000);
Shahar Hameiri, ‘Theorising regions through changes in statehood: Rethinking the theory and method of comparative region-
alism’, Review of International Studies (2013); Anssi Paasi and Jonathan Metzger, ‘Foregrounding the region’, Regional
Studies, 51:1 (2017).
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world politics when it comes to describing territorial entities whose boundaries are blurry, spaces
that we often do not know when it starts and where it ends. Thus, the political effects of regions are
associated with their ability to produce and reproduce territorial boundaries, differentiating ‘we from
them’ and ‘inside from outside’.2 However, different from the borders of modern states, regional
boundaries are hardly given; they tend to be blurred, contested, and dependent on the social relations
that recursively animate and reproduce them.3 In a state system, which is defined by crisp sovereign
borders, regions emerge as anomalous entities that, just like states, are defined by their territorial
boundaries but whose boundaries are most often in the making.4 In this sense, as Luk Van
Langenhove posits, the political existence of regions ‘may be defined by what they are not: they are
not sovereign states’.5 At the same time, regions are intrinsically territorialised and, thus, distinct
from the global as well.6 Therefore, regions play a crucial role in world politics as forms of political ter-
ritoriality that escape the framework of nation-states and their clear-cut linear borders.

This contradiction of the region as both unbounded and bounded manifests in the two key
concepts used in its study.7 The boundary-raising character of regions has been associated
with what we call regionalism: the political project and programme of region-making, which is
centred on producing regional boundaries that are often delimited by membership in regional
institutions.8 In parallel, the ‘unowned process’9 of region-making through the undirected bind-
ing of social actors is associated with the concept of regionalisation, which tends to describe the
‘patterns of cooperation, integration, complementarity and convergence’10 that are often not
directed by any specific actors or states.11 Although indissociable in practice, the concepts of
regionalism and regionalisation represent two archetypical pathways for the emergence of regions
that can be more or less salient in different cases. Whereas the latter stresses region-building as
the binding of relations among actors, the first focuses on the bounding of these relations within a
given territorialised boundary.

In the current article, following perspectives from political geography and relational sociology,
I argue that the concept of regionalism reflects the production of regions as territory and that
regionalisation reflects its production as networks.12 Processes of territorialisation border the
social space, ‘constructing inside/outside divides’,13 while network processes produce the social

2Paasi and Metzger, ‘Foregrounding the region’. See also Iver B. Neumann, ‘A region-building approach to Northern
Europe’, Review of International Studies, 20:1 (1994).

3See John Allen and Allan Cochrane, ‘Beyond the territorial fix: Regional assemblages, politics and power’, Regional
Studies, 41:9 (2007).

4Hettne and Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise of regionness’, p. 461.
5Luk Van Langenhove, ‘What is a region? Towards a statehood theory of regions’, Contemporary Politics, 19:4 (2013),

p. 477.
6Elana Wilson Rowe, ‘Ecosystemic politics: Analyzing the consequences of speaking for adjacent nature on the global

stage’, Political Geography, 91 (2021).
7See Björn Hettne, ‘Beyond the “new” regionalism’, New Political Economy, 10:4 (2005); Hettne and Söderbaum,

‘Theorising the rise of regionness’; Hettne, Inotai, and Sunkel, Globalism and the New Regionalism; Raimo Vayrynen,
‘Regionalism: Old and new’, Intenational Studies Review, 5:1 (2003).

8See Hettne and Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise of regionness’; Andrew Hurrell, ‘One world? Many worlds? The place of
regions in the study of international society’, International Affairs, 83:1 (2007); Alex Warleigh-Lack and Luk Van
Langenhove, ‘Rethinking EU studies: The contribution of comparative regionalism’, European Integration, 32:6 (2010);
Van Langenhove, ‘What is a region? Towards a statehood theory of regions’.

9See Nicholas Rescher, Process Metaphysics: An Introduction to Process Philosophy (Albany, NY: State University of
New York Press, 1996).

10Hettne and Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise of regionness’, pp. 457–8.
11See Louise Fawcett, ‘Exploring regional domains: A comparative history of regionalism’, International Affairs, 80:3

(2004); Andrew Hurrell and Louise Fawcett, Regionalism in World Politics: Regional Organization and International Order
(Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1995); Hurrell, ‘One world?’.

12Bob Jessop, Neil Brenner, and Martin Jones, ‘Theorizing sociospatial relations’, Environment and Planning D: Society
and Space, 26:3 (2008).

13Jessop, Brenner, and Jones, ‘Theorizing sociospatial relations’.
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space through interconnectivity and interdependence.14 I further argue that understanding the
interplay between regionalism – the territorialised and bounded aspect of regions – and region-
alisation – the networked-relational aspect of regions – is crucial in understanding both their
making and makings in world politics. That is, the very process that constitutes regions, their
making, is at the root of their effects, their makings. On the one hand, unshielded by the
norm of sovereignty, regions exist through the continuous making of their boundaries while
also shaping the political world through their bounding, by producing territorially demarcated
us–them and inside–outside markers besides those of states. On the other hand, at the same
time, regions are built and held together through a web of relations, which, once in place, organise
the regional world, binding together its constitutive social actors. Hence, the making of regions as
political communities through the dynamics of binding and bounding also shapes their makings
in world politics.

At the core of this dialectic between territory and network, the bounding and binding of
region-making can be understood as hooked by brokerage structures. Brokerage refers to the
mediating roles in networks – a position between one or more actors that would otherwise be
disconnected.15 Brokerage positions allow for some actors to at least exert three roles that
bring social entities to life: they can coordinate relations within their groups; they can represent
their groups vis-à-vis external actors; and they can gatekeep relations from the outside.16 The
binding and bounding of regions can be understood as a combination of these roles.
Regionalisation reflects this coordinating role that some actors may acquire purposefully or not
in binding regions as cohesive social entities. Regionalism reflects the political project of sustain-
ing and controlling the boundaries of a region and the interactions between its inside and outside.

This analytical lens allows for understanding the emergence of regions as an ever-ongoing pro-
cess relying on internal cohesion-building and external boundary reproduction, thus turning the
making of the region into the root of its makings. These ideal-typical pathways go beyond a trad-
itional analysis of region-making, opening the possibility of investigating multiple empirical path-
ways in which the regional boundaries are produced and actors therein are tied together. It avoids
the universalisation of Eurocentric integration benchmarks while permitting comparison among
the types and forms of region-making.17 Indeed, regions may have distinct capacities for binding
actors and controlling boundaries; they can also vary in terms of which actors they bind together,
which others they exclude, and the network positionalities of them all. In any case, the ways in
which the often-diffuse process of regionalisation and the more strategic projects of regionalism
interplay becomes an empirical question.

In the remainder of the article, I develop this theoretical approach and apply it to the study of
regionalism surrounding the Amazon basin and rainforest ecosystem. This case is a useful appli-
cation for three main reasons. First, from the perspective of most actors in the modern

14See Allen and Cochrane, ‘Beyond the territorial fix’; Jessop, Brenner, and Jones, ‘Theorizing sociospatial relations’;
Andrew Jonas, ‘Region and place: Regionalism in question’, Regional Studies, 36:2 (2012); John Harrison, ‘Configuring the
new “regional world”: On being caught between territory and networks’, Regional Studies, 47:1 (2013); Allan Cochrane,
‘Relational thinking and the region’, in Anssi Paasi, John Harrison, and Martin Jones (eds), Handbook on the Geographies
of Regions and Territories (London, UK: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2018).

15See Peter V. Marsden, ‘Restricted access in networks and models of power’, American Journal of Sociology, 88:4 (1983);
Roger V. Gould and Roberto M. Fernandez, ‘Structures of mediation: A formal approach to brokerage in transaction net-
works’, Sociological Methodology, 19 (1989). See, for discussions in IR: Daniel H. Nexon, The Struggle for Power in Early
Modern Europe: Religious Conflict, Dynastic Empires, and International Change (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2009); Stacie E. Goddard, ‘Brokering change: Networks and entrepreneurs in international politics’, International
Theory, 1:2 (2009); Stacie E. Goddard, ‘Embedded revisionism: Networks, institutions, and challenges to world order’,
International Organization, 72:4 (2018); Paul K. MacDonald, ‘Embedded authority: A relational network approach to hier-
archy in world politics’, Review of International Studies, 44:1 (2018).

16Gould and Fernandez, ‘Structures of mediation’.
17See Amitav Acharya, ‘Regionalism beyond EU-centrism’, in Tanja Börzel and Thomas Risse (eds), The Oxford Handbook

of Comparative Regionalism (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2016).
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international system, until late in the twentieth century, the Amazon was mainly the periphery of
a few states, not a sociopolitical space of its own. This allows us to trace the emergence of its
regionalism and regionalisation in world politics almost de novo.

Second, it illustrates how this framework foregrounds the dynamics of a region that does not fit
traditional models. The Amazon case presents a type of region – regions anchored in cross-
border ecosystems – whose study and theorisation are still incipient in world politics.18 As a
region, the Amazon has emerged internationally as a defensive response of local state actors to
global awareness of its preservation as an ecosystem. It was a way to coordinate efforts to main-
tain national borders as the main boundary of the region and local states as its main representa-
tives and gatekeepers in world politics. Furthermore, the binding and bounding of the Amazon as
a region and its effects on the global governance of its underlying ecosystem are not coupled with
strong shared identities, high levels of cross-border socioeconomic flows, or robust institutional
integration. Hence, the case also illustrates the capacity of this relational framework to shed light
on the makings of a region, even when it does not achieve the usual benchmarks of regional
integration.

The present article is divided into three sections. The first section reviews the previous litera-
ture on regionalism and regionalisation in world politics to demonstrate how these can be better
understood as archetypical region-building pathways through boundary-raising and network-
binding, respectively. The second section presents brokerage mechanisms as the glue linking pro-
cesses of regionalisation and regionalism in the making of regions. The third section turns to
region-building in the Amazon. I first offer a brief discussion of binding and bounding mechan-
isms in the process of consolidation of the region around the Amazon Cooperation Treaty (ACT).
The section then focuses on the manifestation of the Amazon as a region in global environmental
governance by analysing its role in bounding and binding interactions in UN-level negotiations
involving the ecosystem from 1992 to 2018. The current study uses original data extracted from
Earth Negotiation Bulletins19 reports to analyse the networks of interactions, the positionality of
Amazon actors therein, and their patterns of relationship with non-Amazon actors.

Regionalism and regionalisation: Revisiting pathways of region-building in world politics
Regions are political territorialities that are continuously under construction. As two relevant the-
orists of regions in world politics posit, ‘mostly when we speak of regions, we actually mean
regions in the making. There are no “natural” or “given” regions, but these are created and recre-
ated in the process of global transformation.’20 I further argue that we can only make sense of the
ways in which regions affect world politics in such a processual matter through their constitution.
Regions shape the world by organising the forms of political territoriality that escape the sover-
eignty model of the modern international order. Territorial stability is at the core of modern state
sovereignty.21 In contrast, regions have much blurrier and more contested boundaries that
depend on the social relations that recursively animate and reproduce them. As the Brexit and
COVID-19 pandemic responses have shown, even strongly institutionalised regional

18For recent perspectives on ecosystem-anchored regional cooperation, see Wilson Rowe, ‘Ecosystemic politics’; Elana
Wilson Rowe, Arctic Governance: Power in Cross-border Cooperation (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press,
2018); Jon Marco Church, Ecoregionalism: Analyzing Regional Environmental Agreements and Processes (London, UK:
Routledge, 2020); Cristiana Maglia and Elana Wilson Rowe, ‘How Are Ecosystems Governed? Introducing a Database on
Ecosystemic Politics’ (unpublished Working Paper, forthcoming).

19Reports are produced by the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD). Original reports and detailed
information can be found at: {https://enb.iisd.org}.

20Hettne and Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise of regionness’, p. 417.
21Mark Zacher, ‘The territorial integrity norm: International boundaries and the use of force’, International Organization,

55:2 (spring 2001); Tanisha M. Fazal, State Death: The Politics and Geography of Conquest, Occupation, and Annexation
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007);
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organisations such as the European Union (EU) still demand significant political mobilisation to
maintain its boundaries and cohesion as a political entity. Therefore, regions exist and affect
world politics by reproducing themselves as bounded entities. The making and makings of
regions cannot be fully disentangled; regions affect world politics through their becoming.

In international relations, the emergence of regions has been associated with two archetypical
processes: regionalism and regionalisation. The definitions of regionalism vary, but in common,
they tend to focus on the production of markers that distinguish between those inside and those
outside a region. Some authors have focused on the construction of shared identities, or the pro-
duction of some level of ‘we-ness’.22 Iver B. Neumann stresses how the process of regional col-
lective identity formation entails the inclusion of some and exclusion of others.23 Other
authors define regionalism as the institutionalisation of regions as formal organisations, which
is most often championed by states as a means of jointly governing a shared political space
that they cannot otherwise govern through their state sovereignty alone.24 These dynamics of
institutionalisation also produce an inside and outside, including and integrating the members
of regional institutions and excluding the rest.25 In addition, both the social focus on identity con-
struction and institutional focus on organisations tend to describe somewhat reflexive, intentional
projects of region-building. In regionalism, political actors tend to own their region-making
efforts and actively work to construct them as distinctive territorial markers. Therefore, at the
core of regionalism is the bounding of regions, constructing and sustaining the demarcations
that allow for distinguishing those who are inside of a delimited territoriality from those who
are left outside.

The concept of regionalisation, in turn, refers to the less purposeful, unowned process in which
regions emerge out of bundles of greater social interactions. Regionalisation is associated with a
more diffuse social and economic process, which contrasts with the more politically driven nature
of regionalism.26 It denotes what some see as the de facto emergence of regions and their con-
stitutive societal integration.27 Thus, regionalisation is the binding of social actors together, pro-
ducing a critical mass of interactions that constitutes a region as a distinctive social space.

In this sense, regionalisation is often seen as the desired outcome of regionalism, but in prac-
tice, the latter may or may not produce greater regional integration. Julia Gray’s work on zombie
regionalism28 shows that regional organisations often fail to deliver their intended integration
outcomes. Still, as I explore in the Amazon case, regionalism may not have regionalisation as
its end goal; it may just bind together joint action sufficient to sustain a group boundary. This
is the case of several region-building projects in the Global South that work as sovereignty

22Neumann, ‘A region-building approach to Northern Europe’; Jeffrey T. Checkel, ‘Why comply? Social learning and
European identity change’, International Organization, 55:3 (2001); Amitav Acharya, Constructing a Security Community
in Southeast Asia: ASEAN and the Problem of Regional Order (London, UK: Routledge, 2009); Andrea Oelsner, ‘The insti-
tutional identity of regional organizations, or Mercosur’s identity crisis’, International Studies Quarterly, 57:1 (2013);
Emanuel Adler and Michael Barnett (eds), Security Communities (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1998).

23Neumann, ‘A region-building approach to Northern Europe’.
24Ethel Solingen, Regional Orders at Century’s Dawn (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998); Fawcett, ‘Exploring

regional domains’; Edward D. Mansfield and Etel Solingen, ‘Regionalism’, Annual Review of Political Science, 13 (2010);
Hurrell, ‘One world?’.

25Solingen, Regional Orders at Century’s Dawn.
26Mansfield and Solingen, ‘Regionalism’; Tanja A. Börzel, ‘Theorizing regionalism’, in Börzel and Risse (eds), The Oxford

Handbook of Comparative Regionalism.
27Solingen, Regional Orders at Century’s Dawn; Fawcett, ‘Exploring regional domains’; Mansfield and Solingen,

‘Regionalism’; Hurrell, ‘One world?’; Hettne, ‘Beyond the “new” regionalism’; Hettne and Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise
of regionness’. The literature on regional economic integration tends to focus on that and study it through measures of trans-
national flows, see Philippe De Lombaerde and Luk Van Langenhove, ‘Indicators of regional integration: Conceptual and
methodological aspects’, in Assessment and Measurement of Regional Integration (London, UK: Routledge, 2006).

28Julia Gray, ‘Life, death, or zombie? The vitality of international organizations’, International Studies Quarterly, 62:1
(2018).
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clubs where sovereignty preservation has taken precedence over transnational integration.29 The
notion of defensive regionalism against global hegemonic influences, prevalent in Latin
America,30 or of a virtual regionalism to bolster the domestic legitimacy of autocratic regimes,
as identified in Central Asia,31 both reflect a similar dynamic.

Conversely, regions can affect world politics without a political project in place. At the inter-
national level, the notion of regional security complexes captures how regions can emerge out of
shared relationships, regardless of intentional region-building.32 Similarly, regionalised informal
governance arrangements that escape the scope of specific regional organisations can be seen as
a more fluid cluster of sociopolitical relations, with more flexible boundaries.33 Perhaps, an even
more intuitive description of regionalisation without regionalism is John Harrison and Michael
Hoyler’s concept of transmetropolitan regions, where social interactions merge urban areas together
and beyond their jurisdiction, producing a novel and unbounded spatial assemblage.34

Therefore, although regionalism and regionalisation are most often indissociable dimensions
of regions, in practice, they describe two archetypical pathways of region-making. Regionalism
describes the bounding of regions, the production of more or less crisp and institutionalised
makers that allow its territorialisation, the production of we and them, along with inside-outside
distinctions. Regionalisation denotes the binding of regions and the amalgamation of social inter-
actions, constituting a distinctive social space. Whereas regionalism emphasises the more delib-
erate political project of region-building, regionalisation describes a potentially more autonomous
social process that may or may not be tied to a political project. In world politics, regionalism
tends to be more prominent because of its political nature, affording agency to those who can
produce and control regional boundaries.35 On the other hand, regionalism that produces
empty boundaries and is unable to spur internal binding tends to be dismissed as irrelevant.36

I propose that the bounding of regions can be seen as the mechanism undergirding regionalism
and that the binding of regions can be seen as the mechanism producing regionalisation. I later
argue that regions always rely on tying the dynamics of regionalism and regionalisation, the
mechanisms of binding and bounding of regions that sustain a region’s territoriality. Still, we should
not assume that any of these pathways has precedence over the other. These are two archetypes of
region-making that can be more or less salient in the constitution of any given region. Figure 1
shows regionalism and regionalisation as two dimensions in a property space.37 The arrows coming
from the bottom left to the upper right of the figure show some of the multiple pathways of region-
making. Regions are most salient as political entities the closer they are to the top-right corner of
the figure and less so the closer they are to the bottom left corner.

This framework allows us to map and expand on previous typologies of region-making. Björn
Hettne and Fredrik Söderbaum’s intuitive path to ‘regioness’, starting from latent regional spaces,

29Acharya, ‘Regionalism beyond EU-centrism’.
30Diana Tussie, ‘Latin America: Contrasting motivations for regional projects’, Review of International Studies, 35:S1

(2009).
31Roy Allison, ‘Virtual regionalism, regional structures and regime security in Central Asia’, Central Asian Survey, 27:2

(2008).
32David Lake and Patrick Morgan, Regional Orders: Building Security in a New World (University Park, PA: Penn State

University Press, 1997); Barry Buzan and Ole Wæver, Regions and Powers: The Structure of International Security
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2003).

33Tanja A. Börzel and Thomas Risse, ‘Governance without a state: Can it work?’, Regulation & Governance, 4:2 (2010);
Hameiri, ‘Theorising regions through changes in statehood’.

34John Harrison and Michael Hoyler, Megaregions: Globalization’s New Urban Form? (London, UK: Edward Elgar
Publishing, 2015).

35Börzel, ‘Theorizing regionalism’; Fawcett, ‘Exploring regional domains’; Mansfield and Solingen, ‘Regionalism’.
36Gray, ‘Life, death, or zombie?’.
37Figure 1 is inspired from Nexon’s reinterpretation of notions of the categorical and network aspects of social environ-

ments in Charles Tilly. Nexon, The Struggle for Power in Early Modern Europe, p. 46; Charles Tilly, Durable Inequality (Los
Angeles and Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1998).
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going through non-institutionalised regional complexes, and finally reaching progressively
bounded and cohesive regional communities, can be read as describing pathways closer to the
straight diagonal of Figure 1.38 Theories of regional integration in general – and the neofunction-
alist tradition in particular – also tend to see regionalisation and regionalism driving one another
in a virtuous cycle.39 Nevertheless, in reality, regions vary from this ideal pathway. They can be
built primarily through regionalism’s bounding mechanism of institutionalisation or identity
demarcation, or they can emerge out of a more diffuse process of regionalisation.

The regionalism pathway is more well known, where the boundaries of the region are institu-
tionalised in a top-down manner through a political project. The European Union and its model
of regional integration is perhaps the most concrete example of this pathway. The arrow bending
towards the top-left of the graph illustrates this regionalism-led process of region-making.
However, for some regions, institutionalisation may follow the densification of social relations
in a regional space. This is a pathway more common in smaller scales, as in conurbations that
overflow the jurisdictions of multiple cities and create new urban spaces that are only later insti-
tutionalised,40 or in micro-regionalism across the sides of national borders.41 At the international
level, ASEAN’s creation and evolution is closer to a regionalisation-led pathway, in which intu-
itional depth often followed the densification of relationships and countries’ interdependencies as
part of an emerging regional security complex.42

Figure 1. Pathways of region-making in world politics.

38Hettne and Söderbaum, ‘Theorising the rise of regionness’.
39Ernst B. Haas, The Uniting of Europe: Political, Social, and Economic Forces, 1950–1957 (Stanford, CA: Stanford

University Press, 1968); Karl W. Deutsch, Political Community and the North Atlantic Area: International Organization in
the Light of Historical Experience (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1957). See also Börzel, ‘Theorizing regionalism’.

40Harrison and Hoyler, Megaregions.
41Fredrik Söderbaum and Ian Taylor, Afro-Regions: The Dynamics of Cross-Border Micro-Regionalism in Africa

(Stockholm: Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, 2008).
42Acharya, Constructing a Security Community in Southeast Asia; Evelyn Goh, ‘Great powers and hierarchical order in

Southeast Asia: Analyzing regional security strategies’, International Security, 32:3 (2007); Shaun Narine, Explaining
ASEAN: Regionalism in Southeast Asia (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2002)
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However, regions can also stabilise at any point in the map, having either stronger boundaries
or stronger internal binding. This framework recognises that regions can have many trajectories
and types, while also acknowledging that some have a more salient political existence by combin-
ing strong binding and bounding dynamics. All types of regions positioned in Figure 1 can be
understood as stabilisations of these processes at different degrees of regionalism and regionalisa-
tion. Regional communities can equally have either stronger formal boundaries (for instance, the
EU) or have a more complexly bounded bundle of tight relations (for instance, ASEAN). Other
regions can exist without clear political demarcation. This is the case of smaller de facto regions,
such as the aforementioned transmetropolitan areas, but also of some much larger regional secur-
ity complexes, such as the Middle East’s ‘regionalization without regionalism’.43 In turn, region-
alism may never produce regionalisation, leaving its well-defined regional boundaries empty of
any greater integration, as with the manifold ‘zombie’ regional organisations that fail to spur inte-
gration within their boundaries.44 Furthermore, regionalism might not even have regionalisation
as its main goal and instead be centred on sustaining joint state action and boundary preserva-
tion, as I argue is the case for the Amazon and many other club-like sovereignty-preserving
regionalisms in the Global South.45

In any case, regions’ constitution and stabilisation rely upon combinations of mechanisms of
bounding and binding. The question then becomes how to make sense of the entanglement
between these two archetypical mechanisms and processes. In political geography, regions are
often seen as scales that interweave the network and territorial ontologies of the social space.46

Just as regionalism, processes of territorialisation border the social space, ‘constructing inside/
outside divides’.47 Just as with regionalisation, network processes produce social space through
interconnectivity and interdependence.48 Following these perspectives, I argue that we should
explore the production of regions through this co-constitutive entanglement of network and ter-
ritorial processes – of relations and boundaries.

To make sense of this duality of regions, as both seemingly coherent entities and bundles of
relations, I propose a network theory of a region’s making and makings. As discussed before,
regions can have either their networks or boundaries be more salient, but these are always in a
dialectical relation. Networks structure the conditions of the possibility for stabilising regional
boundaries, while the contested delineation of these boundaries helps condition the production
of these relations within its borders. In other words, as I argue in the next section, regions cannot
be a product of networks or territorial boundaries alone; instead, they are produced out of
networked territorialities.

Networking territoriality: The binding and bounding of regions as political entities
I propose that regions are best understood as network territorialities produced through some
combination of binding and bounding mechanisms. This perspective is grounded on a proces-
sual–relational ontology that conceives of the social world as composed of webs of relations.49

43Ruth Hanau Santini, ‘A new regional cold war in the Middle East and North Africa: Regional security complex theory
revisited’, The International Spectator, 52:4 (2017, pp. 94–6.

44Gray, ‘Life, death, or zombie?’.
45Acharya, ‘Regionalism beyond EU-centrism’.
46Jessop, Brenner, and Jones, ‘Theorizing sociospatial relations’; Harrison, ‘Configuring the new “regional world”’;

Cochrane, ‘Relational thinking and the region’.
47Jessop, Brenner, and Jones, ‘Theorizing sociospatial relations’; Neil Brenner and Stuart Elden, ‘Henri Lefebvre on state,

space, territory’, International Political Sociology, 3:4 (2009).
48Allen and Cochrane, ‘Beyond the territorial fix’; Jessop, Brenner, and Jones, ‘Theorizing sociospatial relations’; Jonas,

‘Region and place’; Harrison, ‘Configuring the new “regional world”’; Cochrane, ‘Relational thinking and the region’.
49See Harrison C. White, Identity and Control: How Social Formations Emerge (2nd edn, Princeton, NJ: Princeton

University Press, 2008); Mustafa Emirbayer, ‘Manifesto for a relational sociology’, American Journal of Sociology, 103:2
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Thus, the existence of social entities, their boundaries, and their attributes are not assumed but
rather taken as the object of investigation.50 The contours and content of seemingly cohesive
social entities, such as states and regions, then become the puzzle. This relational world can be
depicted and investigated as networks.

Networks are patterns of relations that constitute complex social entities and the structures
that shape their actors. Network structures constituting any given social entity, however, are sel-
dom properly bounded. Even stable entities, such as states, are composed of networks of relations
that escape their boundaries. From a relational perspective, hence, no matter how seemingly
stable an entity is, its boundaries are always in constant tension with its underlying networks.
This becomes particularly relevant if the entities we aim to study have intrinsically blurred
boundaries, as regions tend to have.

In network terms, socially bounded entities become able to reproduce themselves when their
boundaries enclose a cluster of relations that is internally – rather than externally – denser.51

Charles Tilly speaks specifically about the relational production of political communities, such
as regions, in these terms;52 he argues that a clustered network topography is what affords a pol-
itical community to sustain a public representation of their boundaries and to retain denser rela-
tions within it. Daniel Nexon further argues that this combination of stable categorical
boundaries and dense internal social relations shapes the ability of social entities to act collectively
and acquire corporate agency.53 This is because a clustered network structure and clearer bound-
aries allow some actors within that corporate entity to occupy brokerage positions, linking the
inside and outside of such an entity.54 These brokerage position works as bridges in networks,
where an actor links one or more other actors that would otherwise be disconnected.55 Thus,
brokerage positions occupy ‘sites of difference’ that allow some actors to elect one side as the
inside and the other as the outside, mediating interactions across that boundary.56

The notion of brokerage positions in network theory allows us to think about the interlocking
of binding and bounding mechanisms and, thus, about the entanglement between the process of
regionalism and regionalisation. To make this point clear, we can look at Roger V. Gould and
Roberto M. Fernandez’s typology of modes of brokerage, which takes into consideration both
group boundaries and network structures.57 They present several modes of mediation associated
with brokerage, but three are particularly relevant here: coordination, representation, and gate-
keeping. Coordination is the mode of brokerage possible within a given boundary. It is what
holds a group together, thus being akin to the mechanism of binding that we associate with
regionalisation. Representation and gatekeeping are modes of brokerage between a group and
external actors. Representation refers to acting on behalf of a group vis-à-vis external actors,
and gatekeeping refers to the control of flows coming from the outside. In both cases, these
modes of brokerage are rooted in maintaining inside-outside delimitation and, thus, can be asso-
ciated with the bounding mechanism underpinning regionalism. Figure 2 illustrates these three
modes of brokerage and their association with the mechanisms of binding and bounding that
we advance here.

(September 1997); Patrick Thaddeus Jackson and Daniel H. Nexon, ‘Relations before states: Substance, process and the study
of world politics’, European Journal of International Relations, 5:3 (1999).

50See Mustafa Emirbayer and Jeff Goodwin, ‘Network analysis, culture, and the problem of agency’, American Journal of
Sociology, 99:6 (1994).

51Tilly, Durable Inequality, pp. 313–17; Jackson and Nexon, ‘Relations before states’.
52Charles Tilly, ‘International communities, secure or otherwise’, in Adler and Barnett (eds), Security Communities.
53Nexon and Tilly both refer to the categorical aspect of social entities as their ‘cat-ness’ and the level of network density

underlying it as its ‘net-ness’. The parallels with the process of regionalism and regionalisation, respectively, should be obvi-
ous now. See fn. 37.

54Nexon, The Struggle for Power, p. 46.
55See fn. 16.
56Andrew Abbott, ‘Things of boundaries’, pp. 860–4.
57Gould and Fernandez, ‘Structures of mediation’.
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The interlocking of regionalism and regionalisation can be understood by combinations of
these binding and bounding dynamics of brokerage. It is possible, then, to reinterpret the region-
alism and regionalisation pathways as the transformations in a network of relations occurring
through these mechanisms of binding and bounding. In either case, actors mobilise perceptions
of shared territoriality to produce a distinctive cluster of relations and couple this cluster with a
recognisable boundary.

Figure 3 illustrates both pathways of region-making from the latent territoriality of geograph-
ical proximity in structure (a) to the cohesive network structure of a region (d), delimited by an
institutional boundary and with defined insiders and outsiders. In the regionalisation path, pre-
cedence is taken by the more spontaneous social interactions binding geographical proximity into
a cluster of relations, creating the opportunity for a boundary to demarcate a region politically. In
the regionalism path, in turn, boundary-making takes the lead, and shared membership to a
regional identity or institution is what drives changes in the topography of relations. At any
point in either pathway, regions affect world politics in the same ways by producing novel net-
worked configurations of political territorialisation.

As discussed before, the binding of regionalisation may not be politically demarcated, and the
boundaries of regionalism may not spur denser relations within the region and still have effects.
Blurrily delimited de facto regions or regional security complexes, even if they do not have crisp
boundaries, still affect world politics by pulling actors together to produce coordination that
would otherwise be absent. Regionalism failing to produce regionalisation can be equally relevant
if its boundaries allow for some degree of control between the inside and outside of its boundary.
Furthermore, the same regional boundary can have more success in delimiting some types of rela-
tions (that is, economic, political, social) and less in others.

Even more importantly, this novel configuration of political territorialisation by no means
needs to be circumscribed to the geographical frontiers of a region vis-à-vis external neighbours.
Within a geographically contiguous space, it can include some actors (often state actors and
powerful interest groups) and exclude other actors (often marginalised non-state actors).
Equally, regions can affect world politics far beyond their local geographical space by binding
and bounding actors in international forums, for instance.

The case of the Amazon rainforest is emblematic of these nuances. Its main regional organ-
isation, the Amazon Cooperation Treaty Organization (ACTO), is often seen as having limited
ability to affect the governance of the ecosystem in each of its member states. Yet as we discuss
below, the regionalism anchored in the ACTO still produces the territorialities that have bound

Figure 2. Binding and bounding mechanisms of social entity stabilisation.
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the Amazon as a region in the global governance of the ecosystem. In doing so, it defines the
inside and outside of the ecosystem’s governance, as well as who is included and who is excluded
therein. As I show, this coordination allows for Amazon adjacent states to gatekeep the partici-
pation of non-adjacent actors in the global governance of the region and to retain the ability to
represent the region.

The binding and bounding of the Amazon region
Ecosystemic politics and the making of the Amazon as a region

The contemporary existence of the Amazon as a region in world politics is strongly tied to its
definition as an ecosystem. Ecosystems can be defined in multiple ways, but they usually refer
to ‘relatively large units of land containing a distinct assemblage of natural communities and spe-
cies’.58 In the case of the Amazon, this ecosystemic spatiality is anchored in the rainforest and
river basin after which the region is named. Although this link can seem intuitive, the ways in

Figure 3. Processual–relational pathways of region-making in world politics.

58David M. Olson et al., ‘Terrestrial ecoregions of the world: A new map of life on earth. A new global map of terrestrial
ecoregions provides an innovative tool for conserving biodiversity’, BioScience, 51:11 (2001), p. 993. See also Maglia and
Wilson Rowe, ‘How are ecosystems governed?’.
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which this space is politicised as territoriality is a much more contentious matter. For the indi-
genous peoples inhabiting this ecosystem, the Amazon River and rainforest are ontologically pro-
ductive of their world, containing an intricate assemblage of territorialities.59 In contrast, for
states whose sovereignty overlays this ecosystem, the Amazon has long been the frontier of
their world, a space to be territorialised.60 For extra-regional actors in global governance, the
Amazon has gained shape through the natural scientific boundaries of its ecosystem, given the
services it provides the whole world through the biodiversity it harbours and its role in mitigating
climate change.61

As with any geopolitical space, these multiple latent territorialities are always in tension when
it comes to delineating regional boundaries. Through the theoretical lenses presented in the cur-
rent article, we can better understand the interplay between these territorialities and how one
logic has come to subordinate the others. Specifically, it helps us understand how Amazon
regionalism is a product of what Elana Wilson Rowe calls ecosystemic politics; that is, it is a con-
sequence of anchoring political cooperation in the transboundary physical geography of an eco-
system.62 In the case of the Amazon, its natural scientific definition as an ecosystem providing
services to the whole planet produces a territoriality that challenges state borders. The
Amazon’s emergence as a political region was a reaction to its definition as a globally significant
ecosystem, remobilising this natural-scientific conception to fit the territorialities of Amazonian
nation-states. As I shall show, this was a process driven by binding and bounding mechanisms
that privilege these states in the governance of this ecosystem.

As with most contemporary political spaces, the current territorialisation of the Amazon is
rooted in the dynamics of colonisation and modern state-building. This process was driven by
the clashing territorialities of the national states governing from distant capitals, local and indi-
genous inhabitants, and external interested parties.63 After formal independence, the territoriality
of the states whose sovereignty extended over the Amazon – the one delimitated by their national
borders – tended to prevail. Each Amazon state sought to extend its presence and control over the
ecosystem, primarily through linking the region to their economic models of development.64

Needless to say, these endeavours disregarded the border-traversing spatiality of the ecosystem

59Paul E. Little, Amazonia: Territorial Struggles on Perennial Frontiers (Baltimore, MA: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2001); Cristina Yumie Aoki Inoue, ‘Worlding the study of global environmental politics in the Anthropocene: Indigenous
voices from the Amazon’, Global Environmental Politics, 18:4 (2018); Cristina Yumie Aoki Inoue and Paula Franco
Moreira, ‘Many worlds, many nature(s), one planet: Indigenous knowledge in the Anthropocene’, Revista Brasileira de
Política Internacional, 59 (2017).

60Bertha K. Becker, Geopolitica da Amazonia: A Nova Fronteira de Recursos (Rio de Janeiro: Zahar, 1982); Bertha
K. Becker, ‘Geopolítica da amazônia’, Estudos avançados, 19 (2005); Little, Amazonia: Territorial Struggles on Perennial
Frontiers; Eve Z. Bratman, Governing the Rainforest: Sustainable Development Politics in the Brazilian Amazon (Oxford,
UK: Oxford University Press, 2019); Andrew Hurrell, ‘The politics of Amazonian deforestation’, Journal of Latin
American Studies, 23:1 (1991).

61Danilo Ignacio Urzedo et al., ‘A global production network for ecosystem services: the emergent governance of landscape
restoration in the Brazilian Amazon’, Global Environmental Change, 61 (2020); Liliana Lozano, ‘Indigenous peoples’ involve-
ment in the REDD+ global debate: Case study from the Amazon basin’, in Critical Indigenous Rights Studies (London, UK:
Routledge, 2018); Cristina Inoue, ‘Governance of global climate change in the Brazilian Amazon: The case of Amazonian
municipalities of Brazil’, Revista Brasileira de Política Internacional, 55 (2012); Pamela L. Martin, ‘Global governance
from the Amazon: Leaving oil underground in Yasuni National Park, Ecuador’, Global Environmental Politics, 11:4
(2011); Britaldo Soares-Filho et al., ‘Role of Brazilian Amazon protected areas in climate change mitigation’, Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences, 107:24 (2010); Beatriz Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2011).

62Wilson Rowe, ‘Ecosystemic politics’.
63Susanna Hecht and Alexander Cockburn, The Fate of the Forest: Developers, Destroyers, and Defenders of the Amazon

(New York, NY: Harper & Row Publishers, 1990); Little, Amazonia: Territorial Struggles on Perennial Frontiers; Seth
Garfield, Indigenous Struggle at the Heart of Brazil (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2001).

64Bratman, Governing the Rainforest; Becker, ‘Geopolítica da amazônia’; Daniel Nepstad et al., ‘Frontier governance in
Amazonia’, Science, 295:5555 (2002); Anthony Hall, Developing Amazonia: Deforestation and Social Conflict in Brazil’s
Carajas Programme (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1991).
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itself and, even more so, the indigenous livelihoods that inhabit the forest.65 In other words, the
territorialities of the Amazon as the periphery of Amazon adjacent states were mobilised to the
detriment of other shared territorialities within the ecosystem that could not be accommodated
within the lines of national borders. The regionalisation of the Amazon as a whole, the intercon-
nectivity among local populations, was progressively subordinated to these states.

To be more specific, before the late 1960s, regional cooperation among states was limited to
treaties of river navigation as an effort to enhance control of the states over the border traversing
character of the Amazon basin.66 Efforts to conceive of the Amazon as an integral territoriality
were only marginally raised by early conservationists and some indigenous human rights advo-
cacy groups.67 These initiatives had a low capacity to shape outcomes, particularly because of
concerted action among the states.68 Standing out among these endeavours was UNESCO’s
International Institute of the Hylean Amazon, which aimed at scientific exploration of the natural
resources of the rainforest surrounding the Amazon River basin. After an initial good reception
by local states, the institute ended up being refused by the Brazilian Congress, and the initiative
sunk.69 Instead, a few years later, Brazil would create its own National Research Institute of the
Amazon emulating the mandate of the failed UNESCO initiative.70 This episode is relevant
because it shows one of the first international attempts to govern the Amazon as a totality,
one grounded on the region’s underlying ecosystem. The border-traversing nature of the project
including extra-regional powers was the main cause of Brazil’s reaction. Brazil’s military establish-
ment saw the UNESCO initiative as manifesting foreign ‘desires of interference’ and threatening
national security and sovereignty over its most vulnerable frontier.71

Still, the Brazilian response took in this natural-scientific conception of the Amazon and
domesticated it within the bounds of its sovereignty. This tension is representative of what
has, since then, driven the constitution of the Amazon as a region. The more global efforts to
conceive and govern the Amazon as an ecosystem increased, the more Amazon-adjacent states
would strive to harness the norm of sovereignty to preclude any form of territoriality to
bound and bind the Amazon other than the one delimited by their national borders.

By the late 1960s and early 1970s, environmental awareness and conservationist concerns were
gaining space in international politics, and the Amazon was progressively defined by its ecosys-
tem, which was something to be preserved. The global salience of the environmental agenda
would rise with the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm in
1972.72 This agenda was incompatible with the territorialisation strategy that Amazonian
states had for the region. This was particularly the case in Brazil, whose projects of national inte-
gration and colonisation of the Amazon region was based on enviromentally degrating economic
activities.73 Championed by Brazil, ecosystem-anchored regionalism would provide an answer for
these states to preserve their territorialisation strategies in the Amazon.

65Hecht and Cockburn, The Fate of the Forest; Little, Amazonia; Garfield, Indigenous Struggle at the Heart of Brazil.
66Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective.
67Maria Antonia Tigre, Regional Cooperation in Amazonia (Leiden: Brill Nijhoff, 2017).
68Tigre, Regional Cooperation in Amazonia; Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective.
69Marcos Chor Maio, ‘A Unesco e o projeto de criação de um laboratório científico internacional na Amazônia’, Estudos

Avançados, 19 (2005).
70Maio, ‘A Unesco e o projeto de criação de um laboratório científico internacional na Amazônia’.
71Carlos de Meira Mattos, Uma geopolítica pan-amazónica (Rio de Janeiro: Bibl. Exército Ed, 1980), pp. 122–3; Rodrigo

Augusto Lima de Medeiros, ‘A ditadura de 1964 e o governo da natureza: a construção de uma Amazônia geopolítica’,
Universitas Humanas, 12:1 (2015).

72William Mark Adams, Green Development: Environment and Sustainability in the Third World (London, UK: Routledge,
2003); Djamchid Momtaz, ‘The United Nations and the protection of the environment: From Stockholm to Rio de Janeiro’,
Political Geography, 15:3–4 (1996).

73Becker, Geopolitica da Amazonia; Bratman, Governing the Rainforest.
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In the 1970s, the postworld war wave of interstate regionalism was very much at its apex
around the world, particularly in Latin America.74 In this context, intergovernmental organisa-
tions were the main tool for achieving regional cooperation, and Brazilian diplomacy sought to
stay well positioned in this growing patchwork of overlapping initiatives.75 By the mid-1970s,
the Amazon was a clear blind spot in that strategy, particularly given the emergence of the
Community of Andean Nations, which included four of the biggest Amazon countries
(Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru) but not Brazil. Brazil’s geopolitical concerns with the
lack of coordination with northern neighbours and their shared particular concern with inter-
national pressure over their development plans for their slices of the Amazon are the main reason
for the quick emergence of Amazon regionalism through the late 1970s.76 These states’ common
goal of preserving sovereignty over the Amazon would produce the ecosystem as a region in
world politics. Between 1975 and 1978, Brazil would concomitantly sign bilateral cooperation
agreements with other Amazon states and start negotiations for a multilateral treaty encompass-
ing the entirety of countries whose Amazon ecosystems fell into its sovereignty.77 The Amazon
Cooperation Treaty (ACT) was signed in 1978 by all Amazon states: Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Suriname, and Venezuela.78

Amazon regionalism was thus born as a form of defensive regionalism;79 a way for these states
to block external influence and retain their capacity to control which actors would be able to
influence the governance of the ecosystem under their sovereignty. The treaty was about policy
coordination but mostly about bounding the region, territorialising it according to their national
borders, and retaining sovereign control over their shares of the ecosystem. Article 4 in ACT
makes this point very clear:

The Contracting Parties declare that the exclusive use and utilization of natural resources
within their respective territories is a right inherent in the sovereignty of each state and
that the exercise of this right shall not be subject to any restrictions other than those arising
from International Law.80

The aim was for them to collectively control the boundaries of their ecosystem and act as the sole
representatives of the region vis-à-vis the world. Safeguarding sovereign rights against inter-
national pressures would be the main function of the treaty in its first decade of existence.81

By the late 1980s, the bounding force of Amazon regionalism had been put to the test.
Environmental degradation of the Amazon, particularly in Brazil, was becoming more evident,
increasing the conflictual territorialities within the Amazon.82 More and more, indigenous popu-
lations started to have the territoriality of their world shattered by the incursion of miners and

74See Andrea Bianculli, ‘Latin America’, in Börzel and Risse (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Regionalism.
75See Matias Spektor, ‘Origens e Direção do Pragmatismo Ecumênico e Responsável (1974–1979)’, Revista Brasileira de

Política Internacional, 47 (2004).
76Elizabeth G. Ferris, ‘The Andean Pact and the Amazon Treaty: Reflections of changing Latin American relations’, Journal

of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs, 23:2 (1981); Rubens Ricupero, ‘O Tratado de Cooperação Amazônica’, Revista de
informação legislativa, 81:21 (1984); Paulo Henrique Faria Nunes, ‘The Amazon Cooperation Treaty Organization: A critical
analysis of the reasons behind its creation and development’, Brazilian Journal of International Law, 13 (2016).

77Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective.
78OCTA, ‘Tratado de Cooperación Amazónica’, available at: {http://otca.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Base-Juridica-

2003-2012.pdf, 13-17} accessed 17 June 2021.
79On defensive regionalism, see Tussie, ‘Latin America’.
80OCTA, ‘Tratado de Cooperación Amazónica’, emphasis added, available at: {http://otca.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/

02/Base-Juridica-2003-2012.pdf, 14} accessed 17 June 2021.
81Tigre, Regional Cooperation in Amazonia.
82Cynthia S. Simmons, ‘Territorializing land conflict: Space, place, and contentious politics in the Brazilian Amazon’,

GeoJournal, 64:4 (2005); Hecht and Cockburn, The Fate of the Forest; Jeremy M. Campbell, ‘Speculative accumulation:
Property-making in the Brazilian Amazon’, The Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology, 19:2 (2014).
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settlers from elsewhere in the countries.83 The Amazon would be prominent in the worldwide
rise of global networks of indigenous peoples, whose struggle centred on defending their territor-
ial rights.84 In Brazil, extractive communities that have lived in the rainforest for decades, such as
rubber-tappers, also started to see their livelihoods threatened by growing activities such as log-
ging and cattle raising.85 The death of environmental activist Chico Mendes brought even greater
international pressure on governments to take action to preserve not only the Amazon environ-
ment, but also its inhabitants, who were seen as part of the same ecosystem.86

This growing pressure was faced with growing coordination among Amazon states. The coord-
ination was primarily aimed at achieving collective action to preserve their joint role as the sole
representatives and gatekeepers of the region. This strategy found resonance in the notions of sus-
tainable development and ‘common but differentiated responsibilities’, with their growing rele-
vance in the aftermath of the Brundtland Commission and in the preparations of the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
The Amazon states would subscribe to the idea of being stewards of international demands for
sustainable development and demand financial assistance from the interested international stake-
holders. The joint Amazon declaration of 1989, the first signed by the chiefs of state from all ACT
signatories since its creation, reflects this spirit. It manifested commitment to ‘the rational util-
ization of natural resources of the region’ but reaffirmed their ‘sovereign right to freely adminis-
trate those resources’.87 More importantly, it claimed that the ‘developed countries’ concern with
conservation of the Amazon environment needs to be translated to financial and technological
cooperation’ and demanded ‘new flows of resources for environmental protection’.88

Amazon cooperation would grow stronger in the years to follow. The Amazon Treaty was con-
verted into a formal organisation (ACTO) in 2002, acquiring a permanent secretariat and stra-
tegic plans of action.89 This created additional spaces for policy coordination among countries.
Still, the ACTO is often seen as a very limited organisation.90 The policy coordination it produces
is very loose in its constraining effects over domestic governance. This would lead the ACTO to
be considered ineffective in integrating the governance of the region.91 However, assuming the
organisation’s lack of supranationalism and its limitation in spurring greater cross-boundary
ties among non-state actors as a failure misreads its goal. Instead, I would argue the ACTO
has been quite successful in its goal of coordinating the Amazon states’ efforts at preserving
their national boundaries as the main sources of territorialisation of the Amazon.

In this sense, though not producing cross-boundary integration, the ACTO is central to the
production of the Amazon as a region, binding and bounding its existence in world politics in
important ways. Primarily, it bolstered the ability of Amazon states to act collectively to gatekeep
external interest and funding, as well as their ability to retain the main representation of the

83Hecht and Cockburn, The Fate of the Forest; Little, Amazonia.
84Margaret E. Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, ‘Activists beyond borders’, in 4. Environmental Advocacy Networks (Ithaca, NY:

Cornell University Press, 2014), pp. 121–64; Stephan Schwartzman and Barbara Zimmerman, ‘Conservation alliances with
indigenous peoples of the Amazon’, Conservation Biology, 19:3 (2005).

85Simmons, ‘Territorializing land conflict’.
86Margaret E. Keck, ‘Social equity and environmental politics in Brazil: Lessons from the rubber tappers of Acre’,

Comparative Politics (1995).
87OCTA, ‘Declaración de Manaos de la I Reunión de los Presidentes de los Países Amazónicos’, available at: {http://otca.

org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Base-Juridica-2003-2012.pdf, 35-36} accessed 17 June 2021.
88OCTA, ‘Declaración de Manaos de la I Reunión de los Presidentes de los Países Amazónicos’.
89OCTA, ‘Protocolo de Enmienda al Tratado de Cooperación Amazónica’, available at: {http://otca.org/wp-content/

uploads/2021/02/Base-Juridica-2003-2012.pdf, 35-36} accessed 17 June 2021.
90Joana C. Pereira and Eduardo Viola, ‘Close to a tipping point? The Amazon and the challenge of sustainable develop-

ment under growing climate pressures’, Journal of Latin American Studies, 52:3 (2020); Kathryn Hochstetler, ‘Under con-
struction: Debating the region in South America’, in Comparative Environmental Regionalism (London, UK: Routledge,
2011); Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective; Tigre, Regional Cooperation in Amazonia.

91See fn. 80.
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ecosystem vis-à-vis external actors.92 While being able to attract funding and action to itself, the
ACTO still defers to member-states regarding the destination of its resources.93 Additionally, its
structure subordinates the presence of local non-state actors to the national state’s control.94

Therefore, it binds and bounds the Amazon region as a club of states that retain their position
as the main stakeholders in the governance of the Amazon.

Of course, this is not to claim a homogenous interest across time in all states and all their
internal agencies involved in the Amazon cooperation. Instead, what I claim is that Amazon
regionalism – and the prominence of states in it – allows these states to retain greater control
over which domestic and international actors can be included in the governance of the ecosystem
and how. This has been crucial to render effective the efforts of several Amazon states to
strengthen local and global participation in the governance of the ecosystem, but it also makes
it very vulnerable to changes in domestic power struggles.95

To make sense of this claim, I propose that we should not focus on the internal integration of
the Amazon but instead on the manifestation of its bounding and binding effects in global gov-
ernance. The idea is that the dynamics of binding and bounding discussed here should be fun-
damentally manifested in the coordination of Amazon states in environmental negotiations
concerning the ecosystem. This section concludes by empirically examining these dynamics.

The ‘makings’ of the Amazon in environmental negotiations

I have argued that the production of the Amazon as a region in world politics has been intimately
tied to the emergence of global concerns about it as a threatened ecosystem. Regional cooperation
has been most effective at coordinating responses to global pressures and preserving the Amazon
states’ centrality in the governance of the ecosystem. To probe this claim, I investigate the patterns
of interactions among both state and non-state actors in environmental negotiations at United
Nations forums that mention the Amazon. Using network analysis, I map these interactions
through the reports of the Earth Negotiations Bulletin (ENB) produced by the International
Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD). These reports describe the proceedings of each
day of negotiation across 49 distinct negotiations from 1992 to the present moment, based on
a standardised style guide that minimises biases from reporters.96 This ensures that the interac-
tions among actors can be easily identifiable. ENB reports can be seen as a reliable digital trace of
diplomatic interactions and have already been used by previous scholarship on environmental
politics.97 Thus, this gives insights, albeit partial and limited, into interaction networks that
could otherwise only be accessible through fieldwork98 – a strategy not possible for past negotia-
tions and something that has been severely limited by the COVID-19 pandemic.

92Tigre, Regional Cooperation in Amazonia; Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective; Hochstetler,
‘Under construction: debating the region in South America’.

93Pereira and Viola, ‘Close to a tipping point?’.
94Tigre, Regional Cooperation in Amazonia; Garcia, The Amazon from an International Law Perspective; Hochstetler,

‘Under construction’.
95Joana Castro Pereira and Eduardo Viola, ‘Catastrophic climate risk and Brazilian Amazonian politics and policies: A new

research agenda’, Global Environmental Politics, 19:2 (2019); Pereira and Viola, ‘Close to a tipping point?’. Cristiana Maglia,
‘Global networks in national governance? Changes of professional expertise in Amazon environmental governance’, Global
Networks, 00, available at: {DOI: 10.1111/glob.12379}.

96See Tommaso Venturini et al., ‘Three maps and three misunderstandings: A digital mapping of climate diplomacy’, Big
Data & Society, 1:2 (2014) for a thorough discussion of ENB reports as a digital source of insights into diplomatic environ-
mental negotiations.

97Venturini et al., ‘Three maps and three misunderstandings’. For another systematic use of ENB reports to map interac-
tions among negotiating parties, see Paula Castro and Marlene Kammerer, ‘The institutionalization of a cleavage: How dif-
ferential treatment affects state behavior in the climate negotiations’, International Studies Quarterly, 65:3 (2021).

98On the advantages of analysing networks through interactions, see Matthew Paterson, ‘Using negotiation sites for richer
collection of network data’, Global Environmental Politics, 19:2 (2019).
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The empirical strategy for mapping this network proceeded as follows: Negotiations were con-
sidered relevant for the analysis if they either mentioned the Amazon region as an object of
debate or if an interacting part was named after the region, including IGOs, advocacy groups,
and diplomatic coalitions. This allowed for mapping interactions about and on behalf of the
Amazon by multiple states and an array of non-state actors. Instances of these interactions
were identified by combining a simple protocol of text mining and systematic manual coding.
The text analysis comprised three steps. First, I identified reports mentioning the word
‘Amazon’ within the ENB online repository (a total of 395) and extracted their content with a
web scraping application in R statistic software. Second, these corpora were divided into para-
graphs, and only paragraphs that contained the word Amazon were maintained, along with
their meta-data. Third, an automated search extracted the names of the participants cited
together in any given sentence of these paragraphs as an indication of potential interactions.
These three steps ensured that all potential interactions in the corpus could be identified. This
selection of potential interactions was then coded manually.

This final selection kept only the interactions fitting one of the following types: signalling of
institutional cooperation, joint support for a negotiating position, joint opposition to a negotiat-
ing position, manifestation of praise, or neutral mentions. Indications of cooperation were coded
from mentions of a cooperative initiative between two actors, such as the following: ‘the [ITTO]
Secretariat outlined the completed pre-projects on the economic valuation of production forests
and agroforestry system in the Peruvian Amazon and on assessing the feasibility of, and support
for, a tropical timber promotion campaign.’99 Joint support and opposition interactions were
coded when reports listed countries as sharing a common position regarding a proposition, as
in the following reactions to the Chair’s summary of the second session of the UN
Commission on Sustainable Development in 1994:

Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Peru thought that the summary para-
graph on forests did not reflect the fact that the CSD should be the central body for the dis-
cussion of all aspects of implementing Agenda 21 on this issue. … Others, including India,
Greece on behalf of the EU, Malaysia, the US and Norway, supported the Chair’s
summary.100

Mentions of praise were coded when laudatory words were used in reference to another actor, as
when the president of a UK-based NGO said the Brazilian Amazon Fund was a ‘model of good
governance and open participatory structure’.101 Other mentions were coded from more neutral
references such as when Brazil suggested including ACTO experience with Sustainable Forest
Management indicators in a CBD document.102

Each interaction can include one or more actors. The analysis spans from 1992, the first year
available, up to 2018, the last year before the disruptions of the Bolsonaro administration. Table 1
shows the number of interactions of each type and the number of ties they produced for the entire
period of analysis.

The interactions shown in Table 1 can be understood as a relational system, a structure that
can be examined with the methodological tools of social network analysis. Figure 4 shows the
network formed with all the interactions on behalf and about the Amazon at UN-level

99IISD, Earth Negotiations Bulletin (2003), available at: {https://enb.iisd.org/events/34th-session-ittc/report-main-proceed-
ings-12-may-2003} accessed 23 February 2022.

100IISD, Earth Negotiations Bulletin (1994), available at: {https://enb.iisd.org/events/csd-2/summary-report-16-27-may-
1994} accessed 23 February 2022.

101IISD, Earth Negotiations Bulletin (2012), available at: {https://enb.iisd.org/events/2nd-unfccc-workshop-long-term-
finance/summary-report-1-3-october-2012} accessed 23 February 2022.

102IISD, Earth Negotiations Bulletin (2003), available at: {https://enb.iisd.org/events/9th-meeting-cbd-subsidiary-body-sci-
entific-technical-and-technological-advice-sbstta-0} accessed 23 February 2022.
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environmental negotiations from 1992 to 2018. Nodes whose names are in green are those con-
sidered to be Amazon actors. These include the eight Amazon states, the ACTO, informal group-
ings named after the region, local indigenous organisations, and other non-state actors based
within the region. Table A1 in the supplementary material details the names of all the nodes.

Table 1. Interactions and ties in environmental negotiations involving the Amazon.

Multiactor Interactions Dyadic Ties

Cooperation 49 187
Joint Support 34 220
Joint Opposition 33 343
Praise 12 17
Mention 22 28
Total 150 795
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Figure 4. Network of interactions at UN-level environmental negotiations (1992–2018).
Note: Nodes in green are Amazon state and non-state actors. Nodes in grey are extra-regional actors. Size of nodes is proportional to the
distribution of degree centrality. The thickness of ties reflects the number of interactions.
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Ties reflect an interaction between a pair of actors, and the thickness of these ties reflects the vol-
ume of the interactions.

The most salient feature of the Figure 4 is the centrality and clustering of the Amazon states
and the ACTO. These states concentrate most interactions with the rest of the network and are
even more intensely connected among themselves. The thickness of the ties among these states
reveals a greater volume of interactions compared with most other ties. The only other dense clus-
ter of ties in the network is the one among other states, mostly from Global North, although their
thinner ties reveal less frequent interactions. This cluster includes the Amazon group, which is
how the coalition of Amazon countries is referred to in some ENB reports. I kept these groups
as distinct from instances in which the Amazon states or ACTO were named individually to
empirically capture whether these actors would interact cooperatively outside this coalition.
This distinction shows that Amazon actors tend to coalesce in both circumstances, when nego-
tiating individually and when appearing as a unified actor. It is also interesting that the Amazon
group is in-between the cluster of Amazon states and that of other states, reflecting the joint
action of this group when interacting with other states. This is a similar position to that of the
ACTO, which is part of the cluster of interactions among the Amazon states and seems to bridge
interactions with several other intergovernmental organisations.

The other Amazon actors are more sparsely distributed in the network. Most non-
governmental organisations have only one tie. The main exception is the indigenous organisa-
tions, two of which stand out. One is the Coordinator of the Indigenous Organizations of the
Amazon River Basin (COICA), an institution that represents indigenous groups from the entire
region. Although peripheral to the overall network structure, COICA has interactions with

Figure 5. Distribution of betweenness and degree centrality (as proportion of maximum value).
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multiple other actors, most of them being international governmental organisations. The second
node that stands out is Amazon indigenous groups, which captures references to indigenous
populations where no specific organisation is specified. It is interesting to note that these refer-
ences are mostly used to describe interactions with organisations from civil society or with the
Amazon states themselves, where the latter links the first to the overall network structure. In
this sense, the Amazon states seem to gatekeep the interactions between indigenous groups
and several other local actors from the Amazon with other actors in this network.

In this sense, the main cluster of Amazon states plus the ACTO seems to concentrate the inter-
actions in the network, while keeping denser ties among themselves than with other actors. In
other words, the interactions among most actors in these negotiations are mediated by this
club of states with sovereignty over the Amazon ecosystem. This illustrates the coupled mechan-
isms of binding and bounding, through which regions influence world politics.

To grasp these in more detail, we can look at four network statistics. The first two metrics
are the distribution of betweenness and degree centrality in the network. Betweenness cen-
trality captures the frequency in which a node is in the shortest path between any two
other nodes in a network, hence indicating a position of mediation or brokerage. Degree cen-
trality reflects the number of ties possessed by an actor, its overall activity in the network.
Actors with high scores in both measures may suggest particularly powerful brokers that
link many actors and even many clusters.103 Figure 5 shows the distributions of centrality
across these two measures as a proportion of the highest score in the network. Here,
Brazil has by far the highest scores in both measures, doubling that of almost all the other
nodes. Also, combining high degree and betweenness are Colombia and the ACTO. Given
the topography described above, this suggests that these nodes exert greater boundary control
over the interactions between the inside and outside of the central cluster of the network. The
node of Amazon indigenous groups presents an even higher betweenness centrality, reflecting
its position between the cluster of Amazon states and a range of actors from civil society that
solely interact with them in this network.

Two other metrics help in understanding the binding effects of the Amazon that produce it as
a bounded entity in environmental negotiations. These measures allow for comparing the level of
clustering of Amazon as a group to alternative groupings of which Amazon state could have been
part. The first metric, called assortativity, measures the tendency of nodes to form ties with other
nodes in their same group.104 Positive values of assortativity indicate this tendency. Table 2 dis-
plays the assortativity of Amazon actors in general, and Amazon state actors (including the
ACTO) in particular, in contrast with two other groupings: Latin America and Global South,
to which Amazon actors are often associated with coalition-building in international environ-
mental negotiations.105 As the first row of Table 2 shows, assortativity is positive among
Amazon actors as a whole and among Amazon states – and at greater levels than other divisions.

Table 2. Assortativity and modularity by categorical group.

Global South Latin America Amazon Amazon (state actors)

Assortativity 0.058 0.026 0.131 0.136
Modularity 0.026 0.013 0.055 0.050

103Goddard, ‘Embedded revisionism’.
104Mark E. J. Newman, ‘Mixing patterns in networks’, Physical Review, 67:2 (2003).
105Marc Williams, ‘The Third World and global environmental negotiations: Interests, institutions and ideas’, Global

Environmental Politics, 5:3 (2005); Jen Iris Allan and Peter Dauvergne, ‘The Global South in environmental negotiations:
The politics of coalitions in REDD+’, Third World Quarterly, 34:8 (2013); Ana Flávia Barros-Platiau, ‘When emergent coun-
tries reform global governance of climate change: Brazil under Lula’, Revista Brasileira de Política Internacional, 53 (2010).
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These figures show that Amazon states tend to interact more among themselves than with actors
of these other broader groups.

A parallel metric of groupings within networks is modularity. Modularity calculates the prob-
ability of ties falling inside a partition of a network rather than at random.106 The identification of
clusters in a network structure often relies on algorithms that estimate a partition that maximises
modularity.107 Running two distinct modularity maximisation algorithms, all eight Amazon
states and the ACTO are placed together in the same community, while the other Amazon non-
state actors are spread in other clusters. Much like assortativity, modularity can indicate if a given
group corresponds to a cluster in the network. The second row of Table 2 shows the positive

Figure 6. Evolution of networks of interactions at UN-level environmental negotiations.
Note: Nodes in green are Amazon state and non-state actors. Nodes in grey are extra-regional actors. Size of nodes is proportional to the
distribution of degree centrality. The thickness of ties reflects the number of interactions.

106Mark E. J. Newman, ‘Modularity and community structure in networks’, Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, 103:23 (2006).

107Vincent D. Blondel et al., ‘Fast unfolding of communities in large networks’, Journal of Statistical Mechanics: Theory
and Experiment (2008). See Brian Greenhill and Yonatan Lupu, ‘Clubs of clubs: Fragmentation in the network of intergov-
ernmental organizations’, International Studies Quarterly, 61:1 (2017).
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values of modularity for Amazon actors, confirming its structural character as a delineated clus-
ter. These results show that the probability of an Amazon actor having an interaction with
another Amazon actor is higher than the one between Latin-American states or Global South
countries – both of which are groupings with which the Amazon states often coalesce in envir-
onmental negotiations. More than a part of the traditional Latin-American or Global South coa-
litions, Amazon states worked as a group on their own.

Besides investigating this network as a whole, it is possible to assess its evolution over time by
grouping ties into smaller time spans. The figures below show the same metrics discussed previ-
ously, here applied to five-year cuts of the network starting each year from 1992–6 to 2014–18.
Figure 6 shows snapshots of these structures.108 As with Figure 4, Amazon actors have their

Figure 6. Continued.

108Visualisation inspired by Rakhyun E. Kim, ‘The emergent network structure of the multilateral environmental agree-
ment system’, Global Environmental Change, 23:5 (2013), p. 983.
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names in green and other actors have their names in dark grey. Prima facie, it suggests that
Amazon states tend to remain the most central cluster across time, connecting other clusters
and mediating interactions between IGOs and other states with Amazon non-state actors.
More importantly, this is the case even as the network gets denser and includes a greater number
of actors. As more actors engage in negotiations about Amazon, the Amazon states and the
ACTO retain their brokerage roles reproducing the region through its binding and bounding
effects.

The main exceptions are the periods between 1996 and 2002, and 2006 and 2010. In both, we
see a smaller number of Amazon states in the network. In the first case, this seems to be a product
of a generally sparser network, reflecting a smaller number of mentions to Amazon in negotia-
tions reported by the ENB. This follows a previous period of greater activity in the UNCED and at

Figure 6. Continued.
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the UN Commission on Sustainable Development, in which Amazon states started already coord-
inating efforts globally and working jointly as discussed in the previous section and illustrated by
the first network snapshot of Figure 6.

The other exception is also a product of fewer Amazon states being referred to in negotiations
but in a very different context. One can see that the Amazon group acquires there a central pos-
ition. This group was created as part of the UNFF negotiations on a non-legally binding instru-
ment on forest governance.109 Its emergence thus follows an increased articulation among
Amazon states in global governance in negotiations with central relevance for preserving their

Figure 6. Continued.

109IISD, Earth Negotiations Bulletin (2006), available at: {https://enb.iisd.org/events/6th-session-unff/summary-report-13-
24-february-2006} accessed 23 February 2022. See David Humphreys, Logjam: Deforestation and the Crisis of Global
Governance (London, UK: Routledge, 2012).
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sovereignty as the sole territoriality demarcating the governance of the region. It is thus a good
illustration of the interweaving of binding and bounding mechanisms through brokerage dynam-
ics. While clustering among Amazon states is less salient in the period, the emergence and cen-
trality of the Amazon group suggest a period in which these states acted as one – as if the region
itself acted.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of betweenness centrality scores across these twenty networks.
There we can see the predominance of Amazon actors in general – and Amazon state actors in
particular. The years in which the overall centrality of Amazon actors drops coincide with the
periods when the sheer number of actors in the network surges, as one can see in Figure 6.
Still, these figures are nevertheless remarkable considering that Amazon actors were always a
minority among the nodes in the network.

Figure 6. Continued.
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The measures of clustering of the Amazon actors can also be analysed over time. Figures 8 and
9 show the measures of assortativity and modularity for four groupings where Amazon states
could belong, as in Table 2. As Figure 8 illustrates, for most periods, Amazon actors in general
and Amazon states in particular display a greater tendency to have ties among themselves
than with other actors. Assortativity is positive for Amazon states in 16 out of 20 of the network
snapshots. When non-state actors are included in the group, the assortativity is positive in 11 out
of 20 periods. Figure 9 shows the results of modularity for the same groupings across time, indi-
cating a very similar tendency. Amazon states are more likely to have ties among themselves than
elsewhere in the network in 16 out of 20 periods, while the Amazon actors in general are also
more likely to have ties among themselves in 11 out of 20 periods. The exceptions are exactly

Figure 6. Continued.
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the periods previously discussed in which fewer Amazon states’ interventions were reported.
While the first period, in the late 1990s, refers to a period of less salience of the region in the
negotiations as a whole, the second period in the late 2000s refers to the consolidation of
Amazon bounding and binding, by acting as one ‘Amazon Group’ in forest negotiations.

These results suggest that the group of Amazon states, including the ACTO, have worked as a
defined cluster in environmental negotiations for a considerable part of the period under analysis,
corroborating what was illustrated in Figure 4. Furthermore, this temporal disaggregation calls
attention to the greater consistency of the Amazon state actors – compared with non-state actors
and other groupings they could be part of – as a cohesive group in environmental negotiations.
To further gauge this finding, Figure 10 shows the proportion of Amazon state actors that have
been part of the same cluster when measured by two distinct modularity maximisation

Figure 7. Distribution of betweenness centrality by period.

Figure 8. Assortativity by categorical grouping by period.
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algorithms. For most periods, apart from the exceptions discussed, the majority of states and the
ACTO fell within the same cluster based on the partitions algorithmically produced.

Overall, the analysis of this network of interactions in the environmental negotiations involv-
ing the Amazon helps illustrate the effects of the region on world politics. The binding of the
Amazon’s adjacent states allows for defining and preserving the boundaries of the region in global
governance. The region is constructed through the coordination of its states in negotiations
against pressures from non-local actors and the intermediation of interactions with other non-
state actors in the Amazon. The Amazon states and ACTO seem to work successfully as a collect-
ive actor in these negotiations. The ACTO, the Amazon group, and major states like Brazil con-
trol interactions with other actors on behalf of the Amazon states as a whole. At the same time,
their entire cluster lies in-between distinct segments of the network, particularly between local

Figure 9. Modularity by categorical grouping by period.

Figure 10. Percentage of Amazon state actors within the same algorithmically detected cluster by period.
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non-state actors in the Amazon and other states and intergovernmental organisations. Amazon
regionalism affects environmental negotiations through the binding of its states, allowing them to
preserve their club status as main stakeholders in the governance of the region, and through their
boundary control of the interactions between the inside and outside of its clusters, as well as
across segments in the network.

Conclusion
The current article has proposed a processual–relational view of the making and makings of
regions in world politics. I argued that regions are produced and affect the political world by sus-
taining territorial boundaries that do not fit the exact borders of states and that retain social inter-
actions that are denser inside these boundaries than outside. Regions are both networks and
territories; they are networked territorialities.

This processual–relational view of regions allows us to go beyond the traditional views of
regionalisation, which have centred on cross-border flows, as well as those of regionalism,
which have focused on identity formation and institution building. Regions can produce network
territorialities that effectively bound and bind social relations, even if their institutions are weak,
shared identities are thin, and supranational integration is timid. This is the case in the making
and makings of the Amazon as a region in world politics.

The Amazon has emerged as a response of adjacent states to growing global concerns with the
ecosystem comprised of the river basin and rainforest under its name. Its central corporate actor,
the ACTO, was openly created as a means for states with sovereignty over the Amazon to jointly
address international pressures for environmental stewardship of the ecosystem while retaining
autonomy to shape this process. As a result, the main success of Amazon regionalism has
been to reproduce the centrality of Amazon state actors in the global governance of the ecosystem
as both the main representatives of the region to the world and gatekeepers of flows from the
world to the region. That is not to say that the interests within and across states over Amazon
governance have been homogenous or static through time. Amazon states promoted the inclusion
of indigenous communities and other non-state local voices in global governance and incenti-
vised cooperation with global actors.110 Yet their very position as the brokers of these relations
is the main boundary that Amazon regionalism produces. I have unpacked this claim by analys-
ing network interactions among state and non-state actors at UN-level environmental negotia-
tions involving the Amazon. The analysis shows the centrality of Amazon state actors in these
negotiations, their tendency to form denser relations among themselves than with other actors,
and their position as intermediates between other interactions in the network.

I would further suggest that this pattern may not be a feature of the Amazon alone but of
ecosystem-based regionalism more broadly. Cross-border ecosystems, such as the one encom-
passing the Amazon river basin and rainforest, challenge the territoriality of states and may
pull them together into a state of cooperation, something that deserves greater attention.111 On
the one hand, they are often areas where state presence is sparse and borders are porous. On
the other hand, global concerns over these ecosystems put them forth as cohesive entities with
natural scientific boundaries that cut across those of states. In the Amazon case, this conflicting
duality allows us to understand its regionalism, which has been more successful on preserving
sovereignty than on producing integration. The ways in which states respond to the global pro-
duction cross-border ecosystems territorialities – whether they double-down on their sovereignty

110Craig M. Kauffman and Pamela L. Martin, ‘Scaling up Buen Vivir: Globalizing local environmental governance from
ecuador’, Global Environmental Politics, 14:1 (2014); Martin, ‘Global governance from the Amazon’; Inoue, ‘Governance of
global climate change in the Brazilian Amazon’; Kristen Evans, Laura Murphy, and Wil de Jong, ‘Global versus local narra-
tives of REDD: A case study from Peru’s Amazon’, Environmental Science & Policy, 35 (2014), pp. 98–108.

111Wilson Rowe, Arctic Governance; Wilson Rowe, ‘Ecosystemic politics’; Maglia and Wilson Rowe, ‘How are ecosystems
governed?’.
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rights or who they include and exclude in the process – is an avenue for future research that may
benefit from the framework proposed here.

In this sense, the processual–relational perspective presented in the current article expands our
understanding of regions. It allows us to go beyond the traditional views of regionalism and
regionalisation centred on institutional and socioeconomic integration, along with their
often-Eurocentric benchmarks. In turn, it shifts our attention towards studying the making of
regions through their effects on world politics: the patterns of relations it produces and the
boundaries it raises. Furthermore, it offers a methodology to empirically study these relations
in process. Therefore, it opens the way for studying consequential aspects in the making and
makings of regions that could have otherwise gone unnoticed, as I hope the case of the
Amazon in ecosystemic politics has illustrated.
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